
Price List



HYDROLOCK
Shampoo & Conditioner
250ml/8.5oz

Lock in new and existing colour with this creamy and luxurious duo. Delivers a potent 
anti-ageing and soothing effects, protecting stressed hair and helping to retain moisture. ................. ea

VOLUME
Shampoo & Conditioner 
250ml/8.5oz

Lightweight shampoo and conditioner will maximise volume with advanced formulation to 
strength and enhance fullness to limp hair by increasing hair diameter. ................. ea

CLARITY Shampoo
250ml/8.5oz Lightly fragranced and deeply cleanses to remove impurities and product build-up. ................. ea

SILVER Shampoo
250ml/8.5oz Tone unwanted brassy warmth in natural or coloured hair with increased violet blue pigment. ................. ea

6 IN 1
250ml/8.5oz

100ml/3.4oz

All Purpose 6 in 1 Spray. Versatile rejuvenating spray, working in 6 ways to protect your hair. 
Boost hair, leave in moisturiser, thermal heat protectant, reduces colour fade, detangles and 
repairs hair.

.................
ea

ea

COUTURE CARE

Professional hair care reinforced with natural botanicals and Rejuvenation Complex. Rose of Jericho for smoothing and moistur-
ising and Silk Amino Acids for strength. Free from harmful ingredients this luxe salon range has been formulated with Date Palm 
fruit extract for volume, curl retention and anti-ageing care. Each product is silicone, sulfate, paraben free

REVITALISE ENERGIZING
Shampoo & Conditioner
400ml/13oz

Reinvigorate lifeless fine hair and create volume and body with this lightweight, citrus infused 
duo. Contains Rhassoul mineral clay, Revitalise Energizing Shampoo and Conditioner are 
enhanced with Orange Seed oil which is rich in Vitamin C to stimulate hair fullness and growth.

................. ea

COLOUR CARE MOISTURISING 
Shampoo & Conditioner 
400ml/13oz

Formulated specifically for colour treated, dry, porous and damaged hair, Colour Care
contains the essential Rhassoul mineral clay enhanced with Olive Oil extracts to penetrate and 
moisturise hair without oiliness.

................. ea

HAIR RECOVERY MASQUE
500ml/16.9 oz

Enriched with Rhassoul minerals and Sweet Almond Oil which is known to help prevent split 
ends. A natural combination is high in antioxidants such as Omega-3 fatty acids, Vitamin E and 
Magnesium. 

Hair Recovery Masque absorbs into the hair follicles and scalp to help protect, strengthen, 
condition and lock in moisture to prevent dehydration of hair and scalp.

.................

RHASSOUL

Rhassoul is made up of a Triplex of SLES Free surfactants. Our unique blend offers a gentle, soothing, nourishing yet rich cleansing 
lather solution to penetrate the hairs cuticle and thus deeply cleaning the hair whilst gently improving overall hair health.

POWDER POWER
7.5gr/.26ox

Instant root boost and volumising dry powder. Create textured dimension, lift and fullness with 
this amazing non-tacky powder. With Vitamin B5. .................

ILLUMIN OIL
75ml/2.5oz

Extra lightweight, non-greasy shimmer oil for the perfect finish. With Keratin Amino Acids & 
Linseed. .................

CONTROL CREAM
150ml/5oz

Perfect all-round hair styling aid. Enhance curl definition, smooth hair or eliminate frizz. With 
Babassu oil & Jojoba .................

CLAY SHAPER &
FLEXIBLE POMADE
100ml/3.4oz

Clay Shaper - Traditional sculpting clay wax.
Flexible Pomade - Create movement, definition with control. .................

HEAT PROTECT
250ml/8.5oz

Effective heat protection spray.  Works best when hair is subjected to temps above 80 degrees. 
Actively prevents keratin breakdown and split ends. .................

VOLUME SPRITZ
250ml/8.5oz

Create bold or subtle volume and added texture with our super lightweight, moisturising and 
non-sticky spritz. .................

SESSION STYLE
300ml/10oz Aerosol & Butane Free. Flexible versatile control with all-day finishing. .................

STYLE WITH CONFIDENCE
Timeless styling delivering weightless flexible formulations and protective technology. Professional hair stylist products contain the 
highest quality ingredients for superior performance.
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